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Abstract: On 1 November 1948 the Radio Astronomy Group within the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organisation’s Division of Radiophysics observed a partial solar eclipse on a range of radio frequencies at
three different sites within Australia. These observations helped establish Australia’s reputation as a leader in solar
radio astronomy. A second partial eclipse occurred on 22 October 1949, and the Division again mounted a major
expedition, this time with very different results.
This paper examines the contribution of the eclipse observations and contrasts the very different results achieved.
While scientific progress is generally well documented, stumbling in the path of progress is often overlooked. In
looking to future research it is important to realise that progress is often only made in the face of adversity.
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eclipse observations, as well as backgrounding the
aborted 1947 expedition to Brazil.

1 INTRODUCTION

The history of early radio astronomy in Australia has
been well documented by Orchiston and Slee (2005),
Robertson (1992) and Sullivan (2005), amongst others,
and its success largely revolved around the Council for
Scientific and Industrial Research’s Division of Radiophysics team that was associated with the development
of radar during WWII. At the end of the war, in 1945,
the CSIR decided to retain this Division, refocus on
peacetime research, and appoint a number of bright
new staff members. Under the inspired leadership of
J.L. Pawsey this strategy paid off, and Australia was
soon at the forefront of the emerging field that would
become known as ‘radio astronomy’.

2 SOLAR ECLIPSES AND RADIO ASTRONOMY

A detailed history of the genesis of solar radio astronomy in Australia has been published (Orchiston et al.,
2006). One of the key challenges for the early
researchers was the low resolution of the aerials being
used, as this inhibited the ability to determine the
precise positions of the sources of solar radio emission. Some early progress was made by McCready et
al. (1947) using interferometric techniques, but it was
soon realised that solar eclipses offered a more
sophisticated method of establishing the locations of
the different radio-emitting regions in the solar corona
(see Hey, 1955). In 1946, the Canadian radio astronomer, Arthur Covington, used the opportunity presented
by the partial solar eclipse of 23 November to accurately measure the time—hence position projected
onto the solar disk—when radio emission at 2,800
MHz was masked by the passage of the Moon’s disk
(Covington, 1947). Sander (1947) also used this same
eclipse to examine the distribution of radiation at the
higher frequency of 9,428 MHz. Although Dickie
(1946) was the first to observe a solar eclipse at radio
frequencies, it was Covington who first showed that
strong emission was associated with a sunspot group
that was occulted during an eclipse.

One of the key events that helped establish Australia’s reputation in solar radio astronomy was the
partial solar eclipse of 1 November 1948. Another
partial eclipse was visible from Australia on 22 October 1949, and, keen to back up their earlier successes,
the Division also mounted a major expedition to
observe this event. However, no results were ever
published, and were it not for two very brief references
by Orchiston and Slee (2005: 135) and Orchiston et al.
(2006: 48) this expedition would have escaped notice.
Prior to 1948 the Division also considered sending an
expedition to Brazil in order to observe a total solar
eclipse, and this, too, has only received the briefest of
mentions in the historical literature (e.g. see Bolton,
1982: 350).
The purpose of this paper is to recognise that both
success and failure contributed to the building of
Australia’s radio astronomical reputation. As such,
this paper provides an historical account of the 1949

3 THE 1947 ECLIPSE EXPEDITION

The Radiophysics group in Australia had initially
planned to conduct its first eclipse observations during
an expedition to Brazil to observe the total solar
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eclipse of 20 May 1947. In a proposal from the Chief
of the Radiophysics Division, Dr E.G. (‘Taffy’)
Bowen (1946) to the Chief Executive of the C.S.I.R.,
Dr F.W.G. White, the rationale for conducting the
eclipse observations was outlined. By this time the
Radiophysics researchers had determined that there
were three quite distinct components of ‘solar noise’:
(1) steady radiation, which was believed to be of
thermal origin, (2) enhanced levels of solar noise
believed to be associated with sunspots and of nonthermal origin (the so-called ‘slowly-varying component’), and (3) sudden bursts of short duration, which
also were believed to be non-thermal in origin.

The proposal (Bowen, 1946) suggested that a solar
eclipse offered the best opportunity to measure the
apparent diameter of the Sun’s disk at different frequencies and hence provide experimental confirmation
of the ideas illustrated in Figure 1. In a later update of
the proposal, Pawsey (1946c) expanded on the scientific objectives of the observations:
A quantitative theory concerning the steady component
of radiation has now been advanced by D.F. Martyn.
This assigns a distribution of intensity over the disc of
the sun which changes radically with the frequency of
observation. An interesting prediction is that, in the
region of 600 Mc/s, the radiation should be intense near
the edge of the sun and weak in the centre, so that the
sun should appear as a bright ring and not a disc. Such
a distribution gives an intensity variation during the
eclipse markedly different from that from a disc. The
part of the theory dealing with intensity distribution
over the surface is as yet unsupported by experiment
and it appears that eclipse observations provide a sound
method of verification. This quantitative verification is
an extension of Bowen’s suggested measurement of the
apparent diameter of the sun’s disc.

Figure 1: Illustration from the original Brazilian eclipse expedition proposal showing the different levels in the solar corona
where the steady component of solar noise could be expected
to originate; R = solar radii (courtesy of National Archives of
Australia).

In order to observe the eclipse at different frequencies, receivers were constructed to operate at 100, 200,
600 and 1,200 MHz. It was proposed to ship the 16 ×
18-ft paraboloid (Figure 2) that was in operation at the
Georges Heights field station to Brazil, and it was to
be fitted out to operate simultaneously at 200, 600 and
1,200 MHz. In addition, two separate single Yagi
antennas fitted to operate at 100 and 200 MHz were
also to be shipped (Pawsey, 1946a). Besides simple
intensity measurements, the Yagis could be used to
measure right-hand and left-hand polarisation by
switching between feed elements oriented at 90° with
respect to each other. In total, over 3 tons of equipment was estimated to be needed for the expedition.

The evidence they had accumulated suggested that
the steady component of the radiation came from
different levels in the Sun’s atmosphere. Calculations
suggested that observations of the noise conducted at a
number of different frequencies would provide an
opportunity to investigate the properties of the corona
at a series of different levels. Included with the proposal was a hand-drawn diagram illustrating the levels
at which thermal noise at 200, 100 and 75 MHz could
be expected to originate, and these extended from the
top of the chromosphere to a point at 1.2 solar radii in
the corona (see Figure 1).

The proposed members of the expedition were
Pawsey, L.L. McCready and D.E. Yabsley. The Cambridge University radio astronomy group also considered sending an expedition to Brazil, but in a letter
written in September 1946 J.A. Ratcliffe told Bowen
that if Radiophysics was definitely to proceed with its
expedition then Cambridge would withdraw and focus
its efforts on making solar observations in the U.K.
For Radiophysics, an eclipse expedition to Brazil was
a major undertaking, and the high level of funding
involved (~£6,000) required Ministerial approval. Although there were some concerns that the expedition
might not be funded, approval was granted on 13
November 1946 and the Cambridge group therefore
elected to withdraw its expedition.
Despite having obtained Ministerial support for the
expedition, it soon transpired that the Radiophysics
radio astronomers had badly underestimated the logistical difficulty of transferring the equipment from
Australia to Brazil. Shipping could only be made via
London, and the transit time, plus delays in customs,
meant that the equipment would only arrive in Brazil
after the eclipse! In December 1946, Pawsey (1946b)
reluctantly wrote to Ratcliffe and informed him of the
decision to abandon the expedition. He also expressed
his regret for disrupting the Cambridge plans.
The cancellation of the Radiophysics expedition,
however, provided a new set of opportunities: Bolton
and Stanley were granted permission to use the 100
and 200 MHz equipment for their research programs at

Figure 2: The 16 × 18-ft paraboloid at Georges Heights field
station. It was proposed to ship this aerial to Brazil for the
1947 total solar eclipse (courtesy ATNF Historical Photographic Archive: B1164).
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Dover Heights (Bolton, 1982: 350), and the Georges
Heights 16 × 18-ft antenna and its receivers were relocated to the newly-established Potts Hill field station
in time for Australia’s next partial solar eclipse, which
was scheduled for 1 November 1948.1

of Taurus-A. No results of Bolton and Stanley’s 1948
eclipse observations were ever published, and in fact
the entire Strahan expedition was almost a disaster. In
the first instance, the petrol power generator could not
be started. After various efforts it was realised that the
generator had been drained of all fluids for transport,
but the team did not know the generator’s air filter was
an oil-bath type that had also been drained. It was
some time before this was diagnosed and the generator
was able to be made functional (Murray, 2007). On
completion of the observations all the equipment was
loaded onto a borrowed Army truck. Unbeknown to
the team the truck had a large hole in its muffler and
the wooden frame and its canvas cover caught fire.
The truck was extensively damaged, but apart from
John Bolton’s briefcase, the eclipse records survived
unscathed (Bolton and Stanley, 1948).

The 1947 total eclipse was ultimately successfully
observed at 200 MHz by a Soviet expedition that used
the steamship Griboedov as an observing platform
(Dagkesamanshii, 2007: 395). Their observations confirmed that a significant proportion of the radiation at
this frequency originated in the corona, something that
was independently predicated by L. Ginzberg in 1946,
but was unknown to Radiophysics staff at that time.
4 THE 1948 ECLIPSE OBSERVATIONS

The Division of Radiophysics’ assault on the 1948
eclipse has already been discussed (Orchiston, 2004,
Orchiston et al., 2006). Observations were made at
600, 3,000 and 9,428 MHz with a variety of instruments located at three different sites in Australia, and
the results were published in Nature and in the
Australian Journal of Scientific Research (Christiansen et al., 1949a; Christiansen et al., 1949b; Minnett
and Labrum, 1950; Piddington and Hindman, 1949).

5 THE 1949 ECLIPSE OBSERVATIONS

A second partial solar eclipse visible from eastern
Australia occurred on 22 October 1949. On this
occasion the eclipse occurred in the early morning
Australian Eastern Standard Time. Figure 3 shows the
local circumstances of this eclipse. The maximum
obscuration from Sydney was 56% compared to 55%
during the 1948 Eclipse.
In a memo from Bowen to the Secretary of the
C.S.I.R.O. the success of the 1948 observations at
600 MHz are noted. Bowen (1949b) stresses that as
eclipses are rare events the Division should seize this
opportunity to mount another major expedition. For
this 1949 eclipse the intention was to observe at the
higher frequency of 1,200 MHz. Besides repeating the
previous year’s observations at the higher frequency,
the intent was also to conduct polarisation measurements in order to obtain experimental evidence of the
existence of a general magnetic field of the Sun.

The eclipse observations provided key data relating
to the quiet Sun and the slowly-varying component.
While optical emission is strongest in the lowest layer
of the solar atmosphere, the photosphere, the radio
observations clearly showed that the radio-quiet component of the radiation had its origin in the upper
chromosphere and in the corona. Much higher
temperatures than the 5,800 K typical of the photosphere were observed, ranging from 104 K in the
chromosphere to 10 6 K in the corona. At the time the
emission was thought to be thermal in nature, although
a non-thermal origin was not ruled out. From the
observations it was also clear that at 600 MHz the
emission extended well beyond the visible disk of the
Sun, confirming an origin in the corona, but the limbbrightening predicted by D.F. Martyn (1946) was not
definitively observed. At the higher frequencies of
3,000 and 9,428 MHz the emission appeared to originate from a region that more closely approximated the
optical disk, and at all three frequencies there was a
definite correlation between the slowly-varying component and sunspot area. At 600 MHz, the positions
of the radio-emitting regions in most instances were
found to coincide with existing sunspot groups or sites
where sunspots were noted during the previous solar
rotation. Circular polarisation was also detected at 600
MHz, and although the existence of a general solar
magnetic field had been proposed many years earlier
(Hale et al., 1918) no evidence of it was found during
the eclipse. Later Smerd (1950: 265) used the 1948
eclipse to establish “… an upper limit of 11 gauss for
the surface field-strength at the solar poles at the time
of observation.”
Part of the 1948 eclipse record that has escaped
notice until now is the fact that John Bolton and
Gordon Stanley also joined the expedition to Strahan
in Tasmania (Bowen 1948). They had just returned
from a very successful expedition to New Zealand
where they observed Centaurus-A, Cygnus-A, TaurusA and Virgo-A at 100 MHz (see Orchiston, 1993;
1994), and they were keen to use the same equipment
to observe the eclipse and to make further observations

Figure 3: Local circumstances of the 22 October 1949 partial
solar eclipse (© HM Nautical Almanac Office, CCLRC
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory 2005).
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1948 eclipse observations were used for the 1949
eclipse, except that a polar mount and a motor drive
had been added, in order to automatically track the
Sun (“Experts arrive …”, 1949; “Ready for today’s
eclipse”, 1949).
The AN/TPS-3 radar aerial (Figure 4) had been
developed during WWII by the U.S. Army Signal
Corps as a light weight portable 600 MHz early
warning radar (Orr, 1946). These aerials were also
known as the ‘British Type-63 Radar’. The aerial was
made up of eight 45º aluminium frame sections covered with wire-mesh that could be packed in a very
compact bundle and quickly reassembled through a
series of speed-clips; according to John Murray
(2007), two people could assemble an aerial in about
five minutes.
Figure 5 shows the team setting up the antenna at
Eaglehawk Neck, and Figure 6 shows them preparing
to observe the eclipse. The equipment featured in the
latter photograph included an Esterline-Angus chart
recorder, and was housed in “… an unimpressivelooking caravan …” (Ready for today’s eclipse, 1949).
In addition to the observers at the two remote sites,
observations were also carried out at the Division’s
Dover Heights and Potts Hill field stations in Sydney,
and at the ‘Eagle’s Nest’, on the roof top of the
Division’s Headquarters building in the grounds of the
University of Sydney. Collectively, these observations
spanned the frequencies of 9,400, 3,000, 1,200, 600,
200, 100 and 60 MHz (Bowen 1949c). As the eclipse
occurred early in the morning, the measurements were
complicated by ground reflection effects, and in order
to allow for these, observations were made in the week
leading up to the eclipse and for up to three days
afterwards in order to obtain a base set of measurements.
Not to be left out of the action, Cla Allen from the
Commonwealth Observatory at Mount Stromlo also
observed the eclipse. He made use of the 4-Yagi array
and receiver that was used for regular solar monitoring
at 200 MHz (e.g. see Allen, 1947); this equipment was
installed by Radiophysics staff back in 1946.
The preliminary results of the eclipse observations
appeared in the minutes of the Radio Astronomy Committee meeting of 17 November 1949 (Christiansen,
1949; our italics):

Figure 4: An AN/TPS-3 radar in operation in 1944 (courtesy
CE LCMS Historical Office Department of the Army, USA).

Two new temporary field stations were established
for the eclipse observations. This was necessary as the
partial eclipse occurred early in the morning and
therefore a clear easterly aspect was required (unlike
the sunset eclipse that had occurred in 1948). One of
the new sites was at Bairnsdale aerodrome in southeastern Victoria (147º 35′ E; 37º 53′ S); the other was
at Eaglehawk Neck near Hobart in Tasmania (147º 56′
E; 48º 01′ S).2

Report on Eclipse Records:
3-cm. Satisfactory record obtained at Sydney. Record
shows a smooth change in intensity with time.
10-cm. Unsatisfactory record.
25-cm. Good results at Bairnsdale and Sydney. Eaglehawk Neck record slightly doubtful. Records show
effects of “active” areas on solar disk.
50-cm. Good record at Sydney. Effects of active areas
can be seen.
150-cm. Sydney record shows diminution of activity
after eclipsing of an active area, but otherwise appears
to be of little value. Stromlo record unsatisfactory.
300-cm/500-cm. Eclipse record at Dover, Hornsby and
Potts Hill shows diminution of activity when a certain
area is eclipsed. The calculated position of the active
area appears to agree with interferometer measurements
at Potts Hill on day of eclipse, which suggest that the
source was off the limb of the solar disk. No decision
was made regarding publication of eclipse results.

Figure 5: The 10-ft parabola being set up at Eaglehawk Neck
for the 1949 eclipse observations. From left to right are
Harragon, Murray and Yabsley (courtesy The Mercury).

Jim Hindman was placed in charge of the Bairnsdale
observations with Howarth and Trensky supporting
him. The Tasmania team led by Don Yabsley comprised John Murray and Jack Harragon, and they were
assisted by G. Ellis and N. Gerrard, research students
in physics and electrical engineering respectively from
the University of Tasmania (“Ready for today’s
eclipse”, 1949). The same ex-Army surplus AN/TPS3 portable 10-ft parabolic aerials that had been used in

At a later meeting of the Committee it was noted
that
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The eclipse records have been partly analysed, but
final conclusions have been formed. The records show
a marked asymmetry about the maximum phase of the
eclipse. Small changes in slope are not as clearly marked as those in the 1948 eclipse records. An interesting
feature of most eclipse records, to date, is that the westlimb of the sun appears to have great radio brightness.
(Christiansen, 1950).

The only other recorded detail of the eclipse observations outside the internal RP files is in the 1949/
1950 Annual Report of the Division, which states:
The intensity of the radio waves from the sun has been
observed systematically throughout most of the year on
a number of wavelengths, namely 3, 10, 25, 50, 300 and
500 centimetres. During the partial solar eclipse of
October 1949, these observations were extended to
include simultaneous observations on 25 centimetres at
two sites, one in Victoria and one in Tasmania. During
the previous year the techniques had been successfully
developed of using spaced receivers during an eclipse
to determine the position on the sun of highly-emitting
areas. The results this year may be less interesting from
this point of view (because the sun was rather free from
such areas on the day of the eclipse) but, in conesquence, more accurate measurements of the distribution
of radio “brightness” across the “quiet” sun were obtained. (Bowen, 1950a; our italics).

Figure 7: Mount Stromlo prediction of probable positions of
sunspots during the eclipse of 22 October 1949 (courtesy of
the National Archives of Australia: 972423 - C3830 - C6/2/4).

The presence of sunspot groups on the day of the
eclipse is independently supported by sunspot observations made at the National Astronomical Observatory
of Japan in Tokyo, as shown in Figure 8.
No optical observations were obtained at Mount
Stromlo, but the Carter Observatory in Wellington
(New Zealand) sent Bowen (1949d) thirteen photographs that were taken during the eclipse. These clearly showed the presence of sunspot groups. Unfortunately no spectroheliograph observations were made at
the Carter Observatory on the day of the eclipse.
Although it appears that the eclipse was successfully
observed at many of the Radiophysics field stations
and remote sites, there is very little information on
record as to what results were obtained.3

Figure 6: The team examining a test recording immediately
prior to the 1949 eclipse. From left to right are Murray, Ellis
(standing) and Gerrard (courtesy The Mercury).

This report suggests that the Sun was free of
sunspots at the time of the eclipse, but in fact there
were eight sunspot groups visible on the day of the
eclipse, which is comparable to the level of sunspot
activity during the 1948 partial eclipse. Furthermore,
Allen had supplied all three RP observing sites with a
table listing the estimated times of covering and
uncovering of the different sunspot groups during the
eclipse. Four of the sunspot groups were considered
major, two were old and two were new. Figure 7
shows the positions of the different sunspots, as
supplied by Allen. Previously, Mount Stromlo had
agreed to supply optical observations during the
eclipse, but on the vital day the sky was completely
overcast which prevented any observing.

Figure 8: Sunspot observations on 22 October 1949. Note that
North is at the top and East is to the right (courtesy of the
National Astronomical Observatory of Japan).

One of the few references in the Radiophysics files
is a letter from Allen to Pawsey after the 200 MHz
Mount Stromlo observations had been sent to Radiophysics for analysis. Allen (1949) noted:
At about 0600 attempted to take reading on the microammeter, but found a kick every time the aerial passed
a certain hour angle. This made it impossible to turn
the aerial off the sun without introducing ambiguity as
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ments. A similar service was also provided in support
of J.F. Denisse’s French expedition to observe the 1
September 1951 solar eclipse.4

the movement was spoiling the record. Although poor,
thought you may be able to recognise the true bursts by
comparison with the Sydney recordings.

This letter was also circulated to Yabsley, Christiansen
and Payne-Scott. Pawsey’s reply (1949) simply read:

The last mention of the results of the 22 October
1949 eclipse observations found in the archives is a
letter from Pawsey to M. Servajean at Meudon
Observatory (in Paris) dated 6 April 1951. In this,
Pawsey apologies for the delay in writing, explaining
that he has been awaiting completion of the reduction
of the observations, but these were still not finished.
He notes:

I have passed it [the 200 MHz records] round among
those who had similar recordings but we do not seem
able to get much from it. This holds also for all our
own long wavelength observations. The shorter wavelength ones are promising but the work of reduction is
tedious and has not yet reached the interesting stage.

This is the last mention on file of the results of the
observations. During the 1948 eclipse the most useful
results had come from the 600 MHz measurements,
while the higher frequencies gave less definitive information as the Moon’s disk covered and uncovered
different sunspot groups. However, the higher frequencies did indicate the possible presence of limb
brightening.
Meanwhile, a letter from Bowen to Commonwealth
Observatory Director, Richard Woolley, dated 6 September (Bowen 1949a) noted that the 1949 observations made at Sydney in the early morning could be
complicated by ground effects, but since the low
position of the Sun above the horizon was not dissimilar to that of the 1948 eclipse this could not be
considered a major reason for the lack of published
results.
It is interesting to note that the Cambridge group
also produced a non-result when they observed a partial eclipse on 28 April 1949. In a letter to Pawsey
dated 28 September 1949, Ryle (1949) noted:

[Enclosed] A sketch of the Sun at the time of the eclipse
of 21st October 1949, showing sunspots and areas of
excess brightness observed on 25 centimetres
wavelength. At this eclipse the “bright” areas are much
less well defined. Christiansen thinks the area well off
the Sun (A) is real ... We tried but failed to do similar
observations on metre wavelengths and so locate
corresponding places of high emission at these longer
wavelengths. The emission was too variable to apply
this method. (Pawsey 1951).

This reference is perhaps the best indication of the
results of the 1949 eclipse observations. Unlike the
earlier suggestions, it is clear that enhanced radio
emission was observed and correlated with sunspot
areas in much the same way as during the 1948
eclipse. The clearest results from the 1948 eclipse had
come from the 600 MHz observations, with the higher
frequencies showing less definitive results. It seems
that at the higher frequency of 1,200 MHz there was
also a correlation in 1949, but it was much less well
defined. Pawsey’s letter suggests that, if anything, the
Sun may have been too active at the time of the eclipse
as he notes the longer wavelength measurements were
“… too variable”. This also tallies with a reference by
Allen to observing bursts at 200 MHz during the
eclipse. It is not clear why some of the earlier reports
suggested a lack of solar activity on the day of the
eclipse.

I do not know if you have done any more experiments
on the distribution of intensity across the solar disc. We
were hoping to get some results during the partial
eclipse in April and were recording on four frequencies.
Unfortunately the sun did not co-operate and produced
a largish “outburst” half-way through the eclipse which
rather spoilt the experiments.

In response to a subsequent question from Ryle on
plans for future eclipse observations, Joe Pawsey replied:

6 DISCUSSION

As no results of the 1949 eclipse observations were
ever published a definitive statement of the results of
the 1949 eclipse program cannot be presented. In our
opinion, the most likely outcome was that after the
very successful observations of 1948, the 1949 observations provided no ‘new’ information of sufficient
importance to warrant publication. The Division of
Radiophysics had a particularly stringent internal refereeing system for new research papers (see Sullivan,
2005), and the absence of any cancelled or rejected
papers about this eclipse in the Radiophysics Archives
at Epping (M. Goss, pers. comm., 2008) would strongly suggest that no manuscript was ever prepared for
publication.

… we have no plans for observations though we regard
the technique as very useful. You know of our 1948
eclipse observations here. A second one in 1949 has
not proved so fruitful owing to lack of solar activity at
the time. The results are not fully reduced yet ... I think
the longer wavelength observations suggested well
worth while if feasible – so far we have had little joy
from these at eclipses but the Russians did well. There
is a large element of chance here owing to varying
solar activity – I wish you luck.” (Pawsey, 1950; our
italics).

Note that Pawsey cites a lack of solar activity at the
time of the eclipse, despite clear evidence of sunspots
being present. This may have indicated a minimum
level of the slowly-varying component, even though
sunspots were present.
Although the Radiophysics Division did not mount
further eclipse expeditions after their unhappy 1949
experience, they did provide support for the U.S.
Naval Research Laboratory when it observed the total
solar eclipse of 12 September 1950. The eclipse was
only partial in Australia, but observations were taken
at Potts Hill and Dover Heights at 600, 3,000 and
9,400 MHz (Bowen, 1950b), and these provided an
independent set of baselines for the U.S. measure-

Perhaps it was this conspicuous non-result—after so
much sustained effort—that finally inspired Christiansen to develop his Potts Hill solar grating array
(Christiansen and Warburton, 1953), so that he no
longer had to wait for suitable solar eclipses in order to
investigate the distribution of radio-emitting regions in
the solar corona (see Christiansen, 1984: 117).
7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper documents the CSIRO Radiophysics Division’s successful attempts to observe the 22 October
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1949 partial solar eclipse and it also provides background information on the aborted Brazilian expedition of 1947.
In this context, it is important to record not just the
scientific ‘successes’ that occurred during the formative years of radio astronomy in Australia—and there
were many—but also the overall progress of scientific
research, including the setbacks.
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8 NOTES

1. The history of this pioneering radio telescope is
recounted in Orchiston and Wendt (n.d.).
2. In Orchiston and Slee (2005: 135) the remote
observation sites were incorrectly identified as Strahan in Tasmania and a site near Sale in Victoria
(while the actual sites were Eaglehawk Neck, near
Hobart, in Tasmania and Bairnsdale aerodrome—
which is near Sale). However, the correct sites were
listed in a subsequent paper (Orchiston, Slee and
Burman, 2006: 48).
3. John Murray (2007) has confirmed that successful
observations were indeed made at Eaglehawk Neck
in Tasmania.
4. For details of the French observations of this eclipse
see Orchiston and Steinberg (2007: 13-15).
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